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Mission
$SCAPE: Dueling, Questing, Earning

Basescape's ecosystem revolves around the $SCAPE token and its 
use cases, bringing nostalgia to life. This isn't just a game; it's an 
experience where luck translates into real wETH. $SCAPE tokens 

are a key component in all these use cases, unlocking earning 
potential within our game. It's the first Runescape server that's 

P2E!

We had our early access pilot on the ETH chain with Etherscape, 
but now with Basescape, we focus on faster transactions, lower 
gas fees, and more scalability. Every cryptobro or degen has a 

Runescape tale, whether it's falling for a lure, getting scammed, 
or proudly achieving that 99 cooking.

We believe we can bridge the DeFi crypto audiences with the 
gaming community, specifically targeting the Runescape private 

server fan niche. By integrating and compounding these two 
markets into our ecosystem, we aim to become the #1 Runescape 

P2E self-sustainable server.

$CAPE:
Number 1# Old-School Runescape Private server

Our utility is already live, showcasing a fully developed 
custom-made server accessible to everyone. Whether you're a 

casual gamer or a seasoned degenerate thrill-seeker, we've got 
you covered. 

Our off/on-chain database checks in real-time on anyone's token 
holdings, whether they've just won a duel, earned $SCAPE during 
woodcutting, or staked more $SCAPE tokens in our dashboard. 

Everything is seamlessly integrated into our game!

Ecosystem
Choose your playstyle!

Our ecosystem is self-sustainable, with players staking, playing, 
dueling, and earning. Within our game, we allow our players to 

choose their own tier:  

1 Investor

Invest in our tokens and ecosystem, 
aiming to become the number one 
Runescape private server. 
(If you lack the time to play) BUY

NOW

2 Earner

As a gamer, start earning in the 
No.1 most popular MMORPG of all 
time with no initial entry cost! 
Dueling, questing, and earning 
await you in our game!

PLAY
NOW

3 Staker

Whether you're a player or not, 
witness the flourishing of our 
ecosystem and mission. Stake your 
tokens for extra rewards! 

STAKE
HERE
NOW

Home Teleport
Liquidity locked

Marketing Team

No illicit supply 
control

5% TAX

Utility released

Renounced

Continue your quest for information!

Visit our website or join our Discord!

Lorem ipsum

Tokenomics
5% TAX

Our ecosystem is self-sustainable, 
with players staking, playing, dueling, 
and earning. Within our game, we have 
taxes in place to keep feeding the 
ecosystem. Players, we've got enough 
since we integrate our Web3 
environment into the #1 most 
popular game of all time, 

Runescape.Basescape = 
Runescape x Crypto

• Chain: Base Network                                                                         
• Name: Basescape
• Ticker: $SCAPE
• Total Supply: 10,000,000

V1
34%

Initial Ecosystem
15%

Marketing & CEX
10%

Staking
10%

KOL & Partnership
5%

Liquidity Reserve
10%

Team
5,5%

LP
11,5%

https://app.uniswap.org/swap?outputCurrency=0x951eDE122DD3Bb99D09Dd04E6d6B1bD0623A4e49
https://basescape.io/Basescape_Launcher.zip
https://dashboard.basescape.io/
https://basescape.io/
https://discord.com/invite/basescape

